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Project for Public Spaces was hired by Arlington 
County Department Of Community Planning, 
Housing & Development to conduct a community 
Placemaking Workshop to engage members of the 
Ballston-Virginia Square community and stakehold-
ers in the creation of a revised design concept for the 
public plaza and the 10th Street North pattern and 
street paving material, as required by the 3901 Fairfax 
Drive Site Plan (SP #386). As Per Condition #15.i, the 
objective of the Placemaking Workshop was to allow 
participants to:

learn about the project site and its constraints •	
and opportunities;

discuss potential programming for the plaza; •	

create alternative design concepts for the plaza •	
and 10th Street North ; and,

select a revised final design concept for the •	
plaza and 10th Street North.

The following is a report summarizing the outcomes 
of the Placemaking Workshop(s), meetings and 
discussions, and includes a Vision Statement, Rec-
ommendations, and notes from the Placemaking 
Workshop(s) in the Appendices.

Also included is a revised annotated final design con-
cept for the site that was informed by input gener-

ated by a broad representation of community mem-
bers and stakeholders at these two public events.  
The revised final design includes recommendations 
for: 

landscaping•	

types and placement of plaza amenities•	

other design features that meet the stated goals •	
of the Virginia Square Sector Plan (attached); 
and

recommendations for treatment of the asphalt •	
area of 10th Street North, as designated in the 
plans dated December 9, 2011.

PPS is a non-profit planning and design organization 
that is dedicated to advancing the comfort, attrac-
tiveness, social, cultural, and economic vitality of 
public spaces through research, education, and tech-
nical assistance. Since our founding in 1975, we have 
worked with over 3000 communities in 42 countries 
around the world helping people to grow their public 
space into vital distinctive community places that 
are well-integrated into its physical environment and 
enrich people’s experience of public life. We consider 
public spaces to include the many areas that the 
public uses in common, indoors and out, in public or 
private ownership, among them streets, parks, plazas, 
and their surrounding environments, as well as entire 
downtowns and neighborhood districts.

To ensure that public spaces fulfill their potential for 
increasing community, and environmental-friend-
liness, PPS has, for the past 35 years, emphasized 
Placemaking, a methodology to create human scale 
places that respond to community needs, where 
people feel safe and comfortable and where com-
munities can come together. PPS’s Placemaking 
process allows diverse constituencies to identify how 
a street or public space can be reshaped to make it a 
welcoming, economically sustainable, well function-
ing, and attractive place for people. Our approach 
to Placemaking is based on our belief that it is not 
enough to simply develop design ideas and ele-
ments to improve a public space or public building. 
Improvements need to reflect community values and 
needs. We believe that a public involvement process 
that defines and responds to community conditions 
and needs from the outset is one of the most critical 
factors in achieving a great, vibrant, and viable pub-
lic space. Thus, Placemaking, as PPS approaches it, 
begins with a thorough understanding of the dynam-
ics, desires, and conditions within a community. It 
involves looking at, listening to, and asking questions 
of the people in a community about their problems, 
needs and aspirations. Meaningful community in-
volvement is an essential component in any planning 
process whether it is revitalizing a park, developing a 
town square, or creating new pedestrian and bicy-
cling infrastructure.  

introduction
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From PPS’s 37 years of experience, we believe that in 
order to be successful, public spaces must: 

Create a sense of place and identity for both the •	
neighborhood and for downtown.

Connect the existing area uses and services •	
together.

Provide active green space•	

Help the Garden reach-out like an octopus •	
building thematic, programmatic and physical 
links amongst themselves and with their neigh-
bors.

Link important business services and resources •	
to the space and expand economic opportuni-
ties.

Celebrate the cultures and traditions of the •	
community.  

In evaluating thousands of public spaces around the 
world, PPS has found that successful ones have four 
key qualities: they are accessible; people are engaged 
in activities there; the space is comfortable and has 
a good image; and finally, it is a sociable place: one 
where people meet each other and take people 
when they come to visit.  The Place Diagram below 
was used as a tool to help people in evaluating the 
Plaza.

Access and Linkages

The accessibility of each place was rated in terms of 
its connections to its surroundings, both visual and 
physical. A successful public space is easy to get to 
and get through; it is visible both from a distance and 
up close. The edges of a space are important as well: 
for instance, a row of shops along a street is more 
interesting and generally safer to walk by than a blank 
wall or empty lot. Accessible spaces have a high 
parking turnover and, ideally, are convenient to public 
transit.

Comfort and Image

Whether a space is comfortable and presents itself 
well – has a good image – is key to its success. Com-
fort includes perceptions about safety, cleanliness, 
and the availability of places to sit – the importance 
of giving people the choice to sit where they want is 
generally underestimated. 

Uses and Activities

Activities are the basic building blocks of a place. 
Having something to do gives people a reason to 
come to a place – and return. When there is noth-
ing to do, a space will be empty and that generally 
means that something is wrong.

Sociability

This is a difficult quality for a place to achieve, but 
once attained it becomes an unmistakable feature. 
When people see friends, meet and greet their 
neighbors, and feel comfortable interacting with 
strangers, they tend to feel a stronger sense of place 
or attachment to their community – and to the place 
that fosters these types of social activities.

What Makes a Great Place?
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Prior to the Placemaking Workshop, the PPS team 
reviewed all relevant background information, in-
cluding the approved site plan SP #386 (3901 Fairfax 
Drive) (including the staff report, associated docu-
ments, and the 4.1 drawings), the Virginia Square Sec-
tor Plan, the Implementation Matrix for the Virginia 
Square Sector Plan, public hearing documents, Black 
Box Theater Scope, and Arlington County regulations 
regarding tree planting and vending.

On Tuesday, March 27, 2012, Cynthia Nikitin met with 
the project team including County Staff, the project 
architects, developer, landscape architects, and Plan-
ning Commission members, to clarify scope, roles, 
study limits, expectations, and deliverables.  

PPS staff conducted a community Placemaking 
Workshop on April 25, 2012 to engage members of 
the Ballston-Virginia Square community and stake-
holders in the creation of the revised design concept 
for the plaza and the 10th Street North pattern and 
street paving material. The first part of the workshop 
took place on the site with participants divided into 
three groups. Each group evaluated a different area 
of the site and brainstormed ideas for the kind of 
uses, activities, amenities, design features, and pe-
destrian improvements they would like to see there. 
 
Then participants gathered in the NRECA confer-
ence room where PPS ga ve a PowerPoint presenta-
tion illustrating similar successfully designed plazas, 
with before and after examples that are applicable 

to the neighborhood. RTKL (developer’s architect) 
and Crimson Partners (developer) gave a presenta-
tion showing the evolution of the plan to date, and 
provided a report on existing conditions and con-
siderations.  The workshop participants used these 
ideas and visual images as they generated consensus 
around their recommendations for the particular site 
they evaluated. 

On Thursday April 26, PPS staff consulted briefly with 
key stakeholders, County staff, and the design team  
to prioritize and vet ideas. During an all day work-
ing session, PPS created three potential layouts, and 
program of uses, for the public plaza based upon the 
ideas generated during the public workshop.  These 
revised design concepts were then presented at an 
open house at Washington Lee High school that eve-
ning.  Additional feedback was received by the public, 
County staff and the developer team. 

Friday morning, April 27, Planning Commission mem-
bers, County staff, and developer team met with 
PPS to discuss the findings and comments from the 
previous evening and to review additional sketches, 
photos, and data provided by the developer team 
and Planning Commission members. One consen-
sus plan was agreed upon at that meeting. PPS then 
developed a series of final design concepts for the 
plaza and 10th Street North including a layout show-
ing a market, ice skating rink, a performance area, 
and daily use. Perspective rendering also was pre-
pared.  

Methodology
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The goals for the plaza at 3901 N. Fairfax as stated in 
the Virginia Square sector plan are as follows:

Attain community cultural, educational and or •	
recreational uses on the 3901 Fairfax Drive site

Create a major focal feature at this gateway •	
location in Virginia Square 

Improve visibility of and connections to Quincy •	
Park and the Central Library from Fairfax Drive 
thereby expanding the reach of both southward 
to the gateway; strengthen the relationship be-
tween the library and the park

Generate a higher, more public use for the site•	

Additional goals, as identified by PPS and the stake-
holders, are for the space:

To become self programmable and self-man-•	
aged by the users of the space

To serve as an underlying platform for the es-•	
tablishment of meaningful social connections

To work well for the community without nega-•	
tively impacting use of the building

vision Statement
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PPS’s recommendations below provide more specific 
ideas for how these goals can be achieved: 

Design the plaza so it can serve as a multifunctional, 
flexible, multipurpose public community space that 
is open, accessible and welcoming to everyone in the 
community.

Provide programs and activities that appeal to •	
residents, visitors, office workers, business own-
ers, and theater goers alike. In order to accomplish 
this, there needs to be activities and amenities 
that appeal to people of all ages throughout the 
daytime and evening hours. A long list of potential 
programs and activities is provided in Appendix 1 
under Workshop Report Out notes.

Program and design the plaza so it can support a •	
wide range of community events such as markets, 
art fairs, heritage festivals, theatrical performances, 
etc. There are few venues of appropriate size, vis-
ibility, connectivity and accessibility (by car, metro, 
bus, bike and on foot) in the area with the amount 
of open and useable hard scape to accommodate 
these types of events. Therefore, the design needs 
to be flexible with a few carefully placed perma-
nent features that do not preclude larger programs 
and activities from occurring here.

Include a water feature, moveable seating, shade •	
structures, works of public art, and food, among 
other amenities and features that attract people, 
such as wifi and programmed activity. These are 
the specific elements about which there was 
nearly unanimous consensus. 

Identify key synergistic elements that would bring •	
succeed in bringing the community to this site 
such as a dog park co-located with a playground; 

a splash fountain ringed by café seating where par-
ents could relax while watching their children play; 
noon time performance and nighttime pre-events 
in the plaza which would succeed in bringing the 
theatre into a better relationship with the plaza; 
programming at the library and Quincy Park as a 
way to activate the plaza, etc.  

Expand the presence and influence of the Library.
The building’s main entrance is on Quincy Street, •	
the busiest entrance is off of Pollard and the sur-
face parking lot.  The newly reopened entrance 
on N. 10th Street is considered to be the “pe-
destrian entrance.”  However, safety and security 
issues forced the removal of some benches and 
the relocation of others closer to the curb which 
makes this entrance less noticeable than others.  
In general people feel that the design of the library 
and its placement on the site is more suitable to a 
suburban than to the urban context in which it is 
located. As a result, the side most visible from the 
gateway is the least active.  

We suggest the library activate the N. 10th Street •	
entrance with moveable seating and tables, wifi, 
and an information kiosk.  Similarly, they could 
create a wrap around seating/programming area 
at the corner of Quincy and N. 10th to bring visual 
attention to the Qunicy side of the library from N. 
Fairfax. 

Create a visibly engaging gateway to Virginia Square 
and mark the delineation between Ballston and Vir-
ginia Square.  

The gateway should also indicate and advertise the •	
many diverse institutional, educational, recreation-

al, retail and cultural institutions and offerings to be 
found in the district.  This could be accomplished 
through a temporary or permanent kiosk offering 
information, as well as possibly refreshments and 
table game equipment. 

 
Traffic calm 10th Street to create a seamless transition 
between the library and the plaza.

This also would serve to increase the safety of •	
library patrons, children, park users and plaza visi-
tors as they move between the destinations which 
abut the plaza. 10th is used as a cut through by 
motorists wishing to avoid having to wait at the 
light at N. Fairfax and Quincy to turn right and 
head north on Quincy.  People stated that cars 
move very quickly through this area during morn-
ing and evening rush hour.   We suggest a speed 
table treatment be considered at this intersection. 

Engage the public, private, and nonprofit sector orga-
nizations and residents in its programming and activa-
tion and above all its management. 

In order to do that, people have to feel a sense •	
of ownership over the space which is encour-
aged through programming and amenities that 
bring people in.  As this is a privately owned pub-
lic space, the degree to which the developer, the 
theater, the retail establishments, and the primary 
tenants can be partners in managing the space 
remains to be determined.  A list of potential pro-
gramming and management partners is provided 
at the bottom of Appendix 1. 

Overall 
recommendations
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CONCEPT RENDERING
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DIMENSION PLAN 
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The key elements of the plaza were identified in the 
evening community design workshop and discussed in 
consensus with the design team, consultants, staff and 
PC representatives.  The key elements are: 

A two-level plaza with a large lower space on the •	
south side and a smaller upper space along 10th 
Street;  The  lower main Plaza should be a multi-
purpose space with moveable tables and chairs 
and the upper level should be a more intimate 
location for classes or readings. 

An interactive water feature as the focal point of •	
the main space,   to be interactive, participatory, 
colorful, and engaging for all age groups including 
families and children. Water feature to be integrat-
ed into the grade change with a surface and raised 
water movement.  Should be designed to be at-
tractive even when not turned on as water feature. 

Double row of shade trees along both Quincy and •	
Fairfax Drive.

A temporary color shade structure located in the •	
center of the lower plaza during the hot months, 
to protect from the sun for the interim period 
while the trees are growing.

Activate retail use on Fairfax Drive wrapping the •	
building corner adjacent to the plaza, and a per-
manent location for a temporary food vendor 
should the retail use not provide food service in 
the morning or lunch.

An interesting, colorful plaza paving pattern for •	
views from above and to enliven the space. Use of 
quality materials (no concrete pavers because they 
get too dull and concrete looking over time)

A games paving pattern for the smaller space •	
along 10th Street (ideas included super sized 
lego’s, chess board, etc.)

A gateway element for the library side of the 10th •	
street and moveable tables and chairs for their out-
door space.

A gateway element for the corner of Fairfax and •	
Quincy (ideas included wayfinding, community 
kiosks, planters with seasonal flowers, etc.)

3901 Fairfax Drive Plaza:  
Summary of Key Design elements 
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The Places in 3901 Fairfax Drive Plaza

1

4

5

6 7

8

2

3

1-MAIN PLAZA SPACE-LOWER PLAZA

2-UPPER PLAZA 

3-WATER FEATURE FOCAL POINT - final 
design by Landscape Architect

4-LIBRARY FRONT PORCH   

5-ALLEE ALONG QUINCY STREET

6-FAIRFAX DRIVE GATEWAY TO THE PLAZA

7-FAIRFAX DRIVE SIDEWALK

8-N 10th STREET-PAVEMENT PATTERN (to 
be designed by Landscape Architects) 
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1-MAIN PLAZA-LOWER PLAZA

Description of features:
The main Plaza should be a multi-purpose un-•	
obstructed flexible space 

Amenities should be selected to create a unified •	
and coherent place and be colorful and inviting;  

Furniture suitable for breakfast meetings and •	
lunch should be located under the trees.

Stone pavers, no unit pavers or concrete;  The •	
pattern should provide an elegant and clean 
look and link the Plaza and 10th street areas 
together. The pavement pattern for the plaza 
should be designed to transition from the main 
Plaza into the 10th Street roadway, Upper Plaza, 
Water feature pavement; color should be in-
tegrated into the stone pattern using mosaic 
insets or other colorful tiles

Provide clear food cart location •	

Information kiosk and signs should be also •	
located as soon as you enter the lower Plaza, 
close to the meeting spot

Wifi•	

Creative retail forefronts•	

Add pedestrian scale lighting along the plaza •	
edges, provide ornamental lights in the plaza 
pavement and tree canopies.

A. Focal Point: Large artistic water feature located 
in the center of the Plaza; should be designed to be 
a transition feature between the lower and upper 
levels of the Plaza

B. Movable chairs, café’ style colorful umbrellas and 
tables

C. Kiosk (to be purchased and installed without 
foundations) for handing out games, plaza and Li-
brary information, café’. This kiosk should be locat-
ed to provide an active edge along Quincy Street

D. A planter with benches or an art piece should be 
located at the corner of the Lower Plaza, and serve 
as a meeting spot and symbol of the Fairfax Drive 
Plaza;

E. A circular or serpentine shaped bench around 
the first tree of the allee in the Plaza could help 
define the south edge 

F. Shade structure

Activities:
Lower Plaza should be an active area, with mov-•	
able furniture, shade, evening events, café’s, 
Happy hour games; informal lunch and break-
fast; 

Pre-post theater receptions•	

Fairs, markets (book, art, local talent), festivals•	

Performances (100 to 200 people - seating)•	

A

D
E

B

C
F
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Examples

Moveable seating

Colorful shade structure Shade Structure

Seat edge

Food kiosk
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2-UPPER PLAZA

Description of features:

A. Chess tables, yard games, exercise and yoga 
classes, programmed by the Plaza or Library; 

Pavement to be poured in place safety surface;  •	
paving pattern should match the one in the 
Lower Plaza in color and design

A geometric paving pattern should be incor-•	
porated in the pavement to help with the Lego 
construction and provide a board for life size 
chess

C. Benches along the planting beds, and leisure seat-
ing (lounge chairs, bean bags, hammocks) under the 
trees; table games as ping-pong or foosball

D. Garage vent should be located as close to the 
building as possible.  A raised planting bed along its 
edges will allow for continuous seating and for tree 
planting; the upper plaza should be visually open and 
accessible.  The perimeter planting beds should help 
creating a more intimate environment for classes, 
yoga, tai chi or dance and children activities and 
readings

Activities:
Exercise classes •	

Children activities organized by the Library, •	
readings for adults and children

Food vendors at the upper plaza, close to the •	
Library for Library employees and patrons

Play area for children, exercise classes•	

Accommodate open air receptions either orga-•	
nized by the theater or the Library

outdoor reading areas•	

C

A

B
D
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Giant chessChess tables

Examples

Dance classes 

Lunch time seating Book fairs Yoga classes
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3-WATER FEATURE FOCAL POINT

Description of features:
The water feature should become the Plaza fo-•	
cal point and main attraction

Should be located between the Upper and •	
Lower Plazas

It should be interactive, participatory, colorful, •	
and engaging for all age groups including fami-
lies and children. The interactive water feature 
should allow for child play

The water feature should be integrated into •	
both spaces and should transition seamlessly 
between the upper and lower spaces

Water elements that could be included in the •	
design are: 

A) stepped ramp with running water;  

B) low sprays

C) Bubblers

D) Waterfalls, basins, misters

E) Art component-wall mosaic

F) Small runnels that could extend into the lower 
level Plaza   

Integrate night lighting into the water feature for •	
safety and as an aesthetic element

the water could be synchronized to motion and •	
sound and lit in the evenings

Activties:
Children Play, relaxing•	

GRADING LEGEND

+(60.90)    Spot Grade from RTKL plan
+60.90      Spot Grade proposed by PPS
                  
                   Proposed slope by PPS

64.20

+ 63.1

+ 62.45

+ (60.90)

+ 62.9

2.5%

4%

4%

+(62.92)

2.5%

A

B

C
D

E

CB

(64.65)
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Interactive play water feature

Misters Stepped ramp with running water

Creative lighting Mosaic wall with water

Examples
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Ellsworth Drive
Silver Spring, MD

3901 Fairfax Drive

Outline of Plaza

Outline of Water Feature

14th Street and Park Road NW
Columbia Heights, Washington DC

Water Feature Scale Comparison
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Jamison Square
Portland, OR

3901 Fairfax Drive

Square 

Water Feature

Addison Circle Park
Addison, TX

Water Feature Scale Comparison
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4-LIBRARy FRONT PORCh

Description of features:

Though not part of our scope, this area was identi-
fied during the workshops as a key area to expand 
and support the Plaza activities and could potentially 
be constructed in the future by others (not part of 
the Plaza proposed design).

Provide a wayfinding gateway element for the •	
library at 10th street and Quincy, to be visible 
along the allee of trees

Moveable tables and chairs for their outdoor •	
space

Movable seats, rocking chairs•	

Library book carts for kids and adults, close to •	
the seating and the entrance, but visible from 
the plaza; provide wayfinding to the Library 
from the plaza

Make library entrance more visible•	

Activities:
Library outdoor reading rooms, art display, •	
classes
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5-ALLEE OF TREES ALONG qUINCy 
STREET

Description of features:

Double row of trees along Quincy should provide •	
shade for the plaza and create a pleasant and 
clear walking environment from Fairfax Drive to 
10th Street and the Library 

Benches sited in between trees so as not to im-•	
pede pedestrian circulation

Plant large trees (4 1/2’’ - 5’’ caliper) to achieve a •	
tall canopy over the sidewalk and establish shade 
as soon possible

Incorporate wayfinding to the Library, Quincy •	
Park and upper Plaza in paving, banners on light 
poles

Activities:
Seating on benches, open to the lower plaza •	
activities

Main circulation between the Fairfax Drive Gate-•	
way and the Library

6-GATEWAy TO ThE PLAZA AT FAIRFAx 
DRIVE

Description of features:
A gateway element for the corner of Fairfax and •	
Quincy such as art, sculpture, wayfinding ele-
ment, community information, tourist /visitor 
information, theater ticket kiosks, planters with 
seasonal flowers and seating.

Activities:
Meet-up space; obtaining information (where to •	
go to dinner), buying theatre tickets

Orientation•	

BenchesSculptural gateway feature

Art element
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7- FAIRFAx DRIVE SIDEWALK

Description of features:

Clearly marked office building and theater en-•	
trances

Art displays, meeting point, signage directing •	
people to the Park, Library, and Plaza activities, 
information kiosk

Seating in proximity to the office building and •	
theater entrance doors (outdoor seating or café)

Activating retail uses on Fairfax Drive, wrapping •	
the building corner adjacent to the plaza with 
café tables, chairs and umbrealls

A temporary food vendor along Fairfax Drive, •	
especially if the retail use does not provide food 
service in the morning or lunch.

Benches, movable chairs, bike racks, trash con-•	
tainers

Activities:
Theater entrance, meet-up, ticket sale•	

Buying lunch to eat in the Plaza•	

Seating in the shade•	

8-N 10Th STREET

Description of features:
Curb extensions, street trees and ‘green streets’ •	
treatment as per approved plan by Landscape 
Architect

Roadway pattern to be non directional, with •	
two colors to match Plaza pavement. Materi-
als to be used on asphalt road: Street Bond for 
the  pattern,  over a base of solid color painted 
asphalt (streetbond.com); pattern should be 
cohesive with the plaza paving pattern, in color 

and geometry, so to look as the continuation of 
the plaza

Planning for temporary closures of 10th street •	
for events, markets, library

Future improvements: traffic calming on 10th •	
street: speed table and planting at the sidewalk 
bulb-outs

Activities

Farmers/green market; other kind of market: •	
book market, arts and crafts, large music or 
theater events

Example of painting pattern on asphalt roadway

Example of paving pattern - stone paversExample of paving pattern - brick pavers
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concerts•	

outdoor movies projection•	

theater performances•	

Uses and Programming: Theater related and Cultural events
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Ice skating rink•	

Holiday markets•	

Uses and Programming: Seasonal Uses
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Craft fair•	

Art Festival•	

County fair•	

Food festivals – Taste Of•	

Heritage festivals•	

Open air market•	

Uses and Programming: Markets, Fairs and Festivals
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appendices
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Site 2 – 10th Street, Library, northern 
edge of plaza, Pollard Street,  
link to quincy Park 

Character of the Place
Multifunctional, multipurpose space•	

Not a strong relationship between library and •	
park, not strong presence on the place

Bring the theatre in a better relationship to plaza•	

Upper plaza – accommodate receptions•	

Lower part – performances •	

Comfort and Image
More tables and chairs near library•	

Some kind of focal point element at the corner •	
of the library

Retail present on the place – outdoor seating •	
area distinct from the public seating

More social seating opportunities•	

Fountain:  •	

should be more centrally located – to draw •	
from the library corner into the plaza

Kids play in the fountain•	

Fountain as a flexible space when off•	

Lighting of a fountain•	

Trees as a high canopy; Allee of trees – shade•	

Seat wall at intake vent along 10th Street •	

Activities and Uses
Site users:  residents, families, Office workers, •	
library staff and library patrons

People watching places•	

Upper terrace for receptions and minor perfor-•	
mance space

Trafalgar square in London – temporary pieces •	
of art work – opportunities for temporary art 
present on the plaza; Temporary work, very 
symbolic, public artwork on a plaza surface – 
art with the street itself

Animate space – different sort of activities•	

Kind of retails – magic of North Site Social – •	
similar kind of atmosphere; Bus Boy and Poets 
seem like a perfect place for this kind of retail 
here, books; locally owned

Retail to wrap around the building•	

Bean bags and happy hour games•	

Craft fairs•	

Library: •	

More visible entrance•	

More placemaking at the entrance•	

Movies in the park •	

High speed wifi•	

 

Site 3 – quincy and 10th and the library 
and the plaza

Character of the Place
3 dimensional form at corner of N.10th and •	
Quincy

Permeable edges; inviting open feel •	

Comfort and Image
Double allee of trees;  Higher canopy – allows •	
visibility

Flexibility of seating, movable tables and chairs, •	
grouped seating and single seats; social, private

Different types of shade structure, canopies, •	
trees, multiple types, umbrellas

More paved surfaces, because Quincy Park is •	
near, grass not so needed

Water on the site – splash feature (liberty sq.) •	
something like this should be here; White noise; 
bring water down to the corner of the site; inter-
active fountain near retail; stream through the 
site diagonally; bubbling sound 

Stroller parking •	

SW corner – attraction – some sort of anchor, •	
physical feature, that will draw the attention

Bike racks; location for bike share parking•	

Water drinking fountains •	

Lighting•	

Art/Sculpture/Interactive •	

Color•	

appendix 1: virginia Square Workshop report Out
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Uses and Activities
Tactical approaches – food trucks evenings, •	
lunches – picnic and temporary tables

Temporary seating and planters to experiment •	
with the space 

Some sort of attraction for people from around, •	
families

Festivals:•	

Craft fair•	

Art Festival•	

county fair•	

Food festivals – Taste Of•	

Heritage festivals•	

Open air market on N. 10th Street•	

Outdoor dance events•	

Food service •	

Community Garden•	

Mini golf (artist designed)•	

Library related programming – book carts•	

Yard games – Giant legos•	

Pre and post Theater uses and programming•	

Classes – Martial arts •	

Bocce •	

People watching •	

Outdoor reading room; library wrap-around •	
porch from Quincy to N. 10th Street; book 
carts;

Cultural events•	

Children’s events•	

Access and Linkages
Close 10th Street; remove curbs, completely •	
open space between the plaza and connect the 
plaza to the library; Shared street

Pedestrian Zone•	

Traffic calmed•	

Truckeroo event in N. 10th Street •	

Library should improve the presence in the •	
place

Two paths – sidewalk on the west and on the •	
east side

Make all corners “porous”•	

Site 4 – Fairfax and quincy and the plaza

Character of the Place
Complementary uses •	

Lower and upper plaza – make unified space•	

Gateway to Virginia Square •	

Desired to see trough the site, private vs. public•	

Gathering spot at the corner•	

Intimate spaces that doesn’t necessarily requires •	
whole physical infrastructure

Flexible spaces •	

Comfort and Image
Amphitheater seating•	

Water feature cascading from upper to lower •	
portion, st for children

Allee and shade trees •	

Different seating possibilities; Movable, tempo-•	

rary seating, in shade, sun

Element of discovery, inviting in the corner of •	
Fairfax

Public art or sculpture in the plaza•	

Lighting, color, or other visual cues, that catch •	
your eye when going around

Wi-Fi•	

Uses and Activities
Theater type events during evenings•	

Culture, children and library related events•	

Farmers market •	

Access and Linkages
10th Street – permeable paving•	

Partners for Programming
Art organizations•	

Ballston BID•	

Ballston BID – Tina Leone•	

Businesses•	

Civic Association – Ballston Virginia Square •	

Cultural heritage Groups•	

Faith Based groups•	

GMU•	

Library groups•	

Library groups•	

Restaurants•	

Theater Groups •	

Washington Lee High School•	
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#2

Comfort and Image 
What is seating for restaurant vs. for the public?•	

Delineation of spaces•	

Café tables on Fairfax (48chairs, 6’serve islands)•	

Shirlington library – movable tables / chairs / •	
tables, social seating

Adjacent to the fountain provide space for •	
benches and space for strollers, blankets to put 
around, place to sit

Electrical outlets in tree line•	

Don’t like blanket idea•	

Colored lights for the fountain + colored tiles •	
with an artistic pattern

Benches with backrest •	

tart with very large shade trees on Fairfax and •	
Quincy. So that canopy is 10-12’ above grade to 
keep retail visible from street. The tree canopy 
will not block the retail door and sign

Need furniture to be both fixed (benches) and •	
movable chairs

More paving – less grass, but lots of planting •	
pots that can be moved / prearranged to make 
a larger space for big events

Unified design – get public art staff involved•	

Temporary art •	

If public art make it memorable or not at all – •	
no puny stuff

Coordinate colors and design elements of all •	
plaza parts

County need to step up and take on library side •	
of 10th street

Seating facing library possible•	

Uses and Activities
There is no space for bocce; Bocce could be •	
on library side

less retail on the west side of the building, more •	
public seating like at the Shirlington library

Splash pad 50L x 13W at Liberty Center or chil-•	
dren fountain – diameter 25’

Make the splash pad large enough to be func-•	
tional and attractive

Make splash pad colorful so it is like public art•	

Do a market layout (12-15 stalls minimum)•	

Access and Linkages 
Steps at vent to take up grade at 10th street•	

Double door from the conference room (use it •	
for small receptions)

Worry about 10th street looking too much like •	
an extension of the plaza – dangerous to chil-
dren

Make Quincy, Fairfax, 10th street porous – peo-•	
ple need many points of entry – inviting

Need to close 10th street permanently and have •	
plaza to wrap the site

At the least major traffic calming elements on •	
10th street

Diagonal – make the plaza a short cut from Fair-•	
fax ant Quincy to library & park & tenis courts

Is there free public parking associated with •	
plaza on weekends and nights

#3 

Comfort and Image
really want 2 rows of trees – on Quincy and also •	
on Fairfax; Limb up for max. visibility

Less is more – less permanent, more flexible •	
space

Uses and Activities 
Area next to the retail on the west side of the •	
building – could place temporary stage there, 
shrink the outdoor retail seating area

prefer fountain with art work rather than splash •	
play fountain 

Farmers market on the lower plaza•	

Legos!•	

Kiosk – shake shack – the kiosk facing the south •	

appendix 2: Open House report Out 
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is not the best idea; No random junk souvenirs 
for sale at the kiosk

No businesses without outdoor uses in the retail•	

No banks! Hair salons, dry cleaners. Active into •	
evening

#4

Comfort and Image
Large canopy trees with visibility underneath – •	
may temporary sunscreen / canopies until trees 
alone are sufficient shade

Splash fountain as a central feature, focal point, •	
internal to the plaza so children can safely play 
without running out into the sidewalks near the 
street and traffic. Use the grade change to cre-
ate an interesting fountain with an edge.

Identify design themes – cultural history, litera-•	
ture or theater elements, integrate into design. 

water feature is too small•	

like fixed benches as well as movable chairs and •	
tables

decorative paving / treatments for Plaza / de-•	
sign paving pattern

more shade, type of trees is important•	

provide drinking and bottle filling fountain•	

unified design – sunscreens, paving, art ele-•	
ments, furniture – coordinated design and color 

theme

Prefer 2 public spaces – major and minor. Major •	
along Fairfax Drive with street feasibility. Minor 
space developed for small receptions for the-
ater and library functions (story time). 

Quality paving (not concrete)•	

Color – in the paving to be seen from above, •	
pattern and appeal from the street level

Color – in the overhead shade structure. The •	
structure is needed to provide shade. In addi-
tion to the shade trees (due to the location). 
And give trees time to grow

White noise from fountain will be helpful•	

Ideas, quotes inscribed into pavement, building, •	
walls, or vertical faces, such as shade structure, 
seat backs, etc.

Uses and Activities 
Looks like ambiguous area – not sure what to •	
do there

Not to have retail wrapped by canopy like this – •	
looks too private. Should be more public

food trucks•	

retail and café on Fairfax – the west facing part •	
of the building should be more public

water feature at the point of grade change, 2/3 •	
back from Fairfax Dr. Has level area to accom-

modate children. Lights for an evening feature 
with jets. Feature visible when water is on from 
Fairfax Drive wall of grade change be incorpo-
rated into fountain; Combo spay fountain with a 
“Rill”

Programming – key to the use•	

Large space for heritage festivals•	

“Boutique” events + larger events•	
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April 27, 2012

Divide plaza into upper and lower spaces de-•	
fined by different character, through placement 
of interactive water feature and seat wall; gate-
way treatment.  

Face of seat wall could incorporate mosa-•	
ics or artwork.  

Interactive water feature should allow for •	
child play.  Design should be interactive 
and integrate well with total plaza. 

Upper level adjacent to 10th Street: minor •	
space approximately 40’x40’ area; more 
intimate location for yoga classes, read-
ing, life-size chess/legos; should have 
decorative paving that sets the grid for 
a game platform; could be shared with 
Central Library and other organizations 
for activities within the plaza and also 
through closing of 10th Street.  Garage 
intake placed closer to building, framed 
on 2 sides by plantings.

Lower level  bounded by Fairfax Drive •	
and Quincy St.: major space; more active 
location for programmed events, such 
as festivals, outdoor markets, library- and 
theater-related events; kiosks; and interac-
tive water feature

Plaza surfaces should use high quality •	
materials (stone), no concrete pavers and 
beveled edges.  

Define edges along Quincy and Fairfax Drive •	
frontages, through double row of street trees 
on both frontages and pergola adjacent to Fair-
fax frontage. 

Double row of street trees create shade •	
and reduce hot spots.  

Pergola could be “L-shaped”, with trel-•	
lis (colorful) structure adjacent to Fairfax 
frontage and “fingers” (colorful, fabric, 
jagged-shaped) jutting out from Quincy 
frontage – to increase shade opportu-
nity.  Movable tables and chairs could be 
placed beneath the pergola.

Corner of Quincy and Fairfax:  A place where •	
the community meets (Central Library, Quincy 
Park, theater).  

Provide a permanent space for temporary •	
vendors or art.  

Gateway treatment.•	

10th Street treatment:  Goal should be traffic •	
calming and unifying theme on both sides of 
10th street not color coating (KK and TS agreed). 
Recommended that funds that would have 
been allocated for this be used for streetscape 
on library side of street.  Requires policy dis-

cussion and coordination with DES.  Approved 
treatment was not vetted extensively at SPRC.  
Requires CB action to change condition.

Next steps:  •	

PPS deliver report to include final design •	
concept – May 16, 2012.  

Following staff review of report and final •	
design concept, staff coordinate with de-
veloper on development of public plaza 
design.  

May include one meeting with KK and TS •	
prior to SPRC meeting.

Public plaza design presented at one •	
SPRC meeting.  

KK suggested that developer present •	
more detailed, fine-grained elements/
ideas, such as types of plant materials 
(lots of color desired). (TS agree) 

FW suggested that options be presented •	
on interactive fountains under consider-
ation by developer. (KK, TS agree)

appendix 3: Workshop Debriefing Notes  
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appendix 4: 
additional sketches by Staff and architects 
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Summary of wrap-up meeting on April 27, 2012 

Prepared by Karen Kumm

Summary of wrap-up meeting on April 27, 2012 

Prepared by RTKL
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SUGGESTED STAFF 
SChEMES

3

3901 Fairfax Public Plaza-Comments Response, 5.9.12  
POJECT FOR PUBLIC SPACES

BRETT SCHEMES
As per Cynthia email, we think that these schemes are not refl ecting the simple statement that people asked during the workshops and  debriefi ng meeting:
upper plaza, lower plaza and water in  between.
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appendix 5: voting Pages
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